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Rhino and Rhino are being rerouted here. For Albrecht Durer's woodcut, see Durer's Rhinoceros. For scultpure by Jacquemart, see Rhinoceros (Jacquemart). RhinocerosWritten fromEug'ne IonescoCharacters Berenger Jean Logician Daisy Botard Dadar Papillon Boeufs Citizens Premiere Date1959
(1959)The premiere of Dusseldorf (French: Rhinoceros) is a play by Eugene Ionesco, written in 1959. The play was included in Martin Esslin's study of the postwar avant-garde drama Theatre of the Absurd, although scholars also dismissed the label as overly interpreted narrow. During the three acts, the
inhabitants of a small provincial French town turn into rhinos; Ultimately, the only person who defies this mass metamorphosis is the central character, Berenger, an agitated everyman figure who was initially criticized in the play for his drinking, late, and sleazy lifestyle, and then, later, for his growing
paranoia and obsession with rhinos. The play is often read as a response and critique of the sudden burst of fascism and Nazism during the events leading up to World War II, and explores themes of conformity, culture, fascism, responsibility, logic, mass movements, crowd mentality, philosophy and
morality. The plot of The Law I Play begins in the town square of a small provincial French village. Two friends meet in a cafe: eloquent, intelligent and proud Jean, and a simple, shy, kind drunkard Berenger. They met to discuss an unspecified but important issue. Instead of talking about it, Jin scolds
Berenger for being late and drunk until the rhino rages all over the area, causing a stir. During the discussion that follows, the second rhino appears and crushes the woman's cat. This is causing outrage and residents are uniting to argue that the presence of rhinos should not be allowed. Act II Berenger
arrives late to work at the newspaper's local office. Daisy, the administrator with whom Berenger is in love, covers him, sneaking him a piece of time. In the office broke out a dispute between the sensitive and logical Dudard and the cruel, temperamental Botard. The latter does not believe that a rhino can
appear in France. Ms. Beef (the employee's wife) said that her husband was unwell and that a rhino had followed her. Botard mocks the so-called rhino movement and says the local population is too smart to be influenced by empty rhetoric. The rhino arrives and destroys the ladder that leads out of the
office, trapping all the workers inside. Ms. Beef recognizes the rhino as her husband, transformed. Despite the warning, she joins him by jumping down the stairs at her husbands back. Daisy called the fire department. Office workers through the window. Berenger visited Jean to apologize for the previous
day's arguments. He finds Jin sick and in bed. They argue again, this time about whether humans can turn into rhinos and then about the morality of such a change. Jean is against it first, then more forgiving. The genie begins to gradually transform. Finally, Jin proclaims that they have the same right to
life as humans, and then says that humanism is dead, those who follow it are just old sentimentalists. Completely transforming himself, he kicks Berenger out of the apartment. Act III Berenger is at home with a nightmare. He's afraid to be transformed like Jean used to be. He sips cognac and goes to bed.
Dudard visits him, and they have almost the same exchange as with Gene before. Only this time, Dudard accepts the transformation and Berenger resists the idea and challenges that he will change. Daisy arrives with a basket of love. Both Dudard and Berenger want her. Botard, Daisy reveals, has also
changed. Many villagers, including firefighters, began to transform. Dudard leaves, wanting to see first hand. Berenger tries to stop him. Dudard himself turns into a rhino. Berenger laments the loss of Dudard. Daisy tells him Berenger that they have no right to interfere in other people's lives. Berenger
says she will protect her. He accuses both himself and Daisy of aiding, for lack of empathy, for the transformations of Jean and Papillon, respectively. Daisy denies any wrongdoing. The phone rings, but they only hear the rhino trumpeting on the line. They turn to the radio for help, but the rhinos have
taken that there too. Berenger professes his love for Daisy. She seems to reciprocate. They try to have a normal life among the beasts. Berenger suggests that they are trying to populate the human race. Daisy begins to move away from him, suggesting that Berenger does not understand love. She came
to believe rhinos are really passionate. Berenger slaps Daisy without thinking, and then immediately retreats. Berenger exclaims that in just a few minutes we have been through twenty-five years of married life! As Berenger examines herself in for any evidence of transformation, Daisy slips away to join
the animals. Now one completely, Berenger regrets his actions towards Daisy. In his solitude, he begins to doubt his existence. He tries to turn into a rhino, but can not, and then restores his determination to fight the beasts. Berenger shouts: I did not surrender! Background and meaning This section may
contain original research. Please improve it by checking the claims made and adding links. Applications consisting only of original research must be removed. (February 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) American claims that the play, which was obviously based on real events,
was autobiographical and reflected Ionesco's own youth in Romania. Ionesco was born in Romania to a Romanian father and a French mother. Father Ionesco was a Romanian ultranationalist of the Orthodox faith with few political remorses who was willing to support any party in power - while his mother
was a French Protestant who came from a family of Sefardian Jews who converted to Calvinism to better fit into French society. In Romania's growing anti-Semitic atmosphere during the interwar period, being even partially ethnically Jewish was enough to put Ionesco in danger. The Israeli historian Jean
Ansel argues that the Romanian intelligentsia had a schizophrenic attitude to the West and its values, but considered the West, especially France, a role model. At the same time, anti-Semitism was rampant in Romania. Most Romanian Jews were descendants of Ashkenazi Jews, having moved to
Romania in the 18th and 19th centuries from Poland. The Romanian radical right has consistently claimed that the majority of Romanian Jews are illegal immigrants or have obtained Romanian citizenship fraudulently. In the 19th century, the newly independent Romanian state proved very reluctant to
grant citizenship to Romanian Jews, and the unstable atmosphere of anti-Semitism flourished with many intellectuals like A.K. Kuza claiming that Jews were a foreign and alien body in Romania that should be removed. In interwar Romania, the most violent and violent anti-Semitic movement was the
Fascist Iron Guard, founded in 1927 by Corneliu Celea Codreanu. As a university student, Ionesco saw one of his professors, Nae Ionescu, who taught philosophy at the University of Bucharest, use his lectures to recruit his students to the Legion. In an interview in 1970, Ionesco explained the play's
message by attacking those Romanians who were drawn into the Legion's ideological contagion: university professors, students, intellectuals became Nazis, becoming Iron Guards one by one. There were fifteen of us who came together to find arguments, to discuss, to try to find arguments against them.
It wasn't easy ... From time to time, one of the group will go out and say: I do not agree at all with them to be sure, but on some points, I must confess, for example, Jews ... And such a comment was a symptom. Three weeks later, the man became a Nazi. He was caught in the mechanism, he took
everything, he became a rhino. Towards the end, it was only three or four of us who resisted. In 1936, Ionesco wrote in disgust that the Iron Guard had created a stupid and terribly reactionary Romania. Romanian university students have been disproportionately over-development in guard, a fact that
refutes the claim that the Iron Guard Guard support only from social losers. Romania had a very large intellectual relative to its share of the population with 2.0 university students per thousand population compared to 1.7 per thousand population in much affluent Germany, while Bucharest had more
lawyers in the 1930s than in the much larger city of Paris. Even before the Great Depression, Romanian universities were turning out far more graduates than there were jobs, and a mood of rage, despair and frustration prevailed on campuses, as was evident to most Romanian students that the middle-
class jobs that they hoped for after graduation did not exist. In interwar Romania, Jews played almost the same role as the Greeks and Armenians in the Ottoman Empire, and ethnic Chinese minorities in present-day Malaysia and Indonesia, namely a commercially successful minority that resented its
success. The Legion's call to end the Jewish colonization of Romania by expelling all Jews whom the Legion claimed were illegal immigrants from Poland, and confiscating their property so that Christian Romanians could rise to the middle class, was very appealing to many university students. Kodrean's
call to Romania without individualism, where all Romanians would be spiritually united as one, appealed to young people who believed that when Kodreanu created his new man (omul well), it would be the moment when the existence of a utopian society. Ionesco felt that the way many of his generation,
especially university students, abandoned The French idea of universal human rights in favour of the Legion's death cult was a betrayal, both personally and in the broader political sense of a society like Romania should be. As a young writer and playwright in the 1930s in Bucharest, who was associated
with many leading intellectuals, Ionesco felt increasingly elusive, clinging to his humanist values, while all his friends joined the Legion, feeling just like Berenger towards the end of the Rhinoceros, literally the last person left on land trapped by rhinos. In an interview with a Romanian newspaper shortly
before his death in 1994, Ionesco stated how rhinoceros is associated with his youth in Romania: It is true. I had the experience of an extra droite. And from the second left, which was a radical socialist ... Maybe I should have belonged to the left for a while, maybe I should have been left before being- not
to the right of the left, the enemy on the left. But at some point the left was no longer left-wing, at one point the left became the right of horror, the right of terror, and that's what I was condemning, terror. In Rhinoceros, all the characters except Berenger speak in cliches: for example, when they first meet a
rhino, characters other than Berenger tastelessly exclaim: Well, of all things!, a phrase that happens in the play twenty-six times. Ionesco said that by admiringly repeating cliches instead of meaningful communication, his characters have lost the ability to think critically, and thus are already partially
rhinoceros. Similarly, once a character repeats a platitudinous expression such as It's never too late! (repeated twenty-two times in the play) or Come on, exercise your mind. Focus! (repeated twenty times), other characters begin to mindlessly repeat them, which further shows their gregarious mentality.
In the first act, the character of logic says: I'm going to explain to you that sillogism ... Sillogism consists of the basic sentence, the secondary and the conclusion. Logic gives an example: A cat has four paws. Isidore and Fricot have four paws. That's why Isidore and Fricott are cats. The logic of this
reasoning would allow any conclusion to be true, based on two assumptions, the first of which contains a term that is the predicate of withdrawal, and the second contains a term that is the subject of the conclusion. Based on this way of thinking, as taught by logic, the character of an old man is able to
infer that his dog is actually a cat, which led him to proclaim: Logic is a very beautiful thing to which logic responds: As long as it is not absurd. It is at this point that the first rhino appears. One of the leading Romanian intellectuals in the 1930s who joined the Iron Guard was Emil Choran, who published a
book in Paris in 1952 called Syllogismes d'amertume. After Choran joined the Legion in 1934, he broke off his friendship with Ionesco, which hurt the latter greatly. Character logic with its obsession with sillogisms and the world of pure reason are detached from the emotions of the caricature of Cioran, a
man who claimed that logic demanded that Romania not Jews. More broadly, Ionesco condemns those whose rigid ways of thinking are devoid of any humanistic element, leading them to inhuman and/or inhuman views. In the first act of the play, the characters spend a lot of time discussing whether
rhinos mysteriously appeared in France, African or Asian rhinos, and which of the two types surpassed the other - the debate that Ionesco was supposed to be a satire on racism. Whether rhinos are African or Asian, French characters comfortably assume their superiority over rhino; ironically, the same
people themselves become rhinos. Berenger's friend Jean judges African supremacy against Asian rhinos by the number of horns (which makes him a caricature of those people who judge other people by their color and at one point shouts at Berenger: If someone has horns, it's you! You Are an Asian
Mongol! a recurring theme of Nazi propaganda was that Jews were an Asian people who unfortunately lived in Europe, a message that many French people became familiar with during the German occupation of 1940-1944. Ionesco refers to the atmosphere of that period in his image, as Jean mocks
Behreng over his supposed horns and is Asian. Ionesco intended the character of Jean, an ambitious functionary whose career deprives him of the ability to think critically to be a satirical depiction of French public servants who served the Vichy government. At various points in the play, Jin shouts lines
such as We need to go beyond moral standards!, Nature has its own laws. Morality versus nature! and we must return to the main integrity! When Jin says, Humanism is all washed, Berenger asks, Are you suggesting that we replace our moral laws with the law of the jungle? that Ionesco also created
Jin's character as a satire on the Iron Guard, which attacked all the humanist values of the modern West as Jewish inventions designed to destroy Romania, and argued that there was a natural law in which true Romanians would discover their primary energy as the purest segment of the Latin race and
assert their superiority over the lower races. It is noteworthy that the more Jin rants about natural laws trump everything, the more he turns into a rhino. When Romanian nationalism first appeared in the late 18th century - at a time when Romanians in Bukovina and Transylvania ruled the Austrian Empire,
while Romanians in Moldova, Wallahi and Dobrudzha ruled the Ottoman Empire - there was an intense emphasis on the Latinism of Romanians who were portrayed as the lone island of Latin civilization in eastern Europe surrounded by Slavic and Russian barbarians. The reference to the Turanov
barbarians was for both the Turks and the Magyars, who are both Turkish people from Asia. This tradition of seeing Romania as a bastion of Latinism, threatened by enemies around the world, ended in the 1930s, when the Iron Guard claimed that there were natural laws that defined Romania's struggle
for existence, allowing the Legion to justify any act of violence, however immoral it was because of natural laws. Ionesco parodied the Legion's talk of natural laws and core values, putting a dialogue that was very reminiscent of the Legion's rhetoric in Jin when he turned into a green rhino. At the same
time, Ionesco also attacked the French intellectuals of Rhinoceros, a disproportionate number of whom were proud members of the French Communist Party in the 1950s. As an anti-communist Romanian immigrant living France, Ionesco was often offended by the the way in which so many French
intellectuals embraced Stalinism and either justified or denied all the crimes of the Stalinist regime on the grounds that the Soviet Union was a progressive nation leading humanity towards a better future. Ionesco satirized the French communist intelligentsia with the character of Botar, who is undoubtedly
the most left-wing character in the play. Botar professes himself as a champion of progressive values, talking about the debate about african supremacy against the Asian rhino that: Color bar is something I feel strongly about, I hate it!. But at the same time, Botard shows himself to be tough, petty and
petty in his thinking, using Marxist slogans instead of reasonable thought. In particular, Botard is unable to accept the fact of the rhino, despite irrefutable evidence of its existence. For example, Botard rejects rhino as: An example of collective psychosis, Mr. Dudard. Just like the religion-opiate of the
people!. Despite the fact that Botard sees rhinos with his own eyes, he convinces himself that the rhino is a giant capitalist conspiracy, rejecting the rhino as a shameful conspiracy and propaganda. Ionesco created Botar's character as a caricature of the French communist intelligentsia, which managed to
ignore irrefutable evidence of Stalinist terror and declared the Soviet Union a working paradise, rejecting any evidence to the contrary as merely anti-Soviet propaganda. Further attack on communism was ensured by the nature of the pipe-smoking intelligent Dudard. Ionesco said in an interview that:
Dudard sartre. Ionesco disliked Jean-Paul Sartre - France's most famous intellectual in the 1950s - for the way he tried to justify Stalin's murderous violence as necessary for the advancement of humanity, as a betrayal of everything that a French intellectual should be, and the intended character of
Duard, who always finds excuses for a rhino like a caricature of Sartre, who has always found justification for Stalin. Ionesco also intended Rhinoceros as a satire on French behavior during the German occupation of 1940-1944. The green skin of the rhino reminded not only of the green uniform of the
Iron Guard, but also of the green uniforms of the Ordnungsubise, which used German power in France during the occupation. Several French critics, having seen the premiere of Rhinoceros in 1960, wrote in their reviews that the green skin of the rhino refers to memories of the occupation, with
Ordungsesis in green uniforms and a Wehrmacht in dirty green uniforms. During the occupation, the French used nicknames for the Germans, who often used the word vert, calling Germans haricots verts (green beans), sauterelles verts (green locusts), and racial verte (green race). In France during the
occupation Green was indelibly associated with the Germans. For the French people, the defeat in June 1940 was a very profound shock that, as they could never have imagined, actually happened. The experience of occupation has been deeply psychologically disorienting for the French, as what was
once familiar and safe becomes strange and threatening. Many Parisians were unable to move on from the shock when they first saw huge swastika flags hanging over the Hotel de Ville and on top of the Eiffel Tower. British historian Ian Usby wrote: Even today, when people who are not French or have
not survived the occupation look at pictures of German soldiers marching through the Elysee Palaces, or Gothic German signs outside the great sights of Paris, they can still feel a slight shock of disbelief. The scenes look not just unreal, but almost deliberately surreal, as if the unexpected combination of
German and French, French and German, was the result of Dada's prank, not a sober story. This shock is only a distant echo of what the French endured in 1940: seeing a familiar landscape transformed by the addition of strangers living among everyday attractions suddenly made strange, no longer
feeling at home in places they had known all their lives. Usby wrote that by the end of the summer of 1940, The presence of aliens, who are increasingly hated and feared in private, may seem so constant that in public places where daily life continued, it was taken for granted. At the same time France
was also marked by disappearances because buildings were renamed, books were banned, art was stolen to be brought to Germany, and over time, various people, especially Jews, were arrested and deported to death camps. After that, many French learned to accept the changes imposed by the
German occupation, coming to the conclusion that Germany is the dominant power of Europe and the best thing to do is to present and bow before the might of the Reich. The more difficult and dangerous choice to become the US to the German occupation was accepted only by a minority of brave men;
Estimates of those Frenchmen who served in the Resistance ranged from 2%-14% of the population depending on the historian and what one chooses to define as resistance. Many historians have argued that activities such as writing for an underground newspaper, sheltering Jews and Allied soldiers,
providing intelligence to allies, or sabotaging railways and factories are considered resistance. Only about 2% of the French population, or about 400,000 people, participated in armed resistance during the occupation. In Rhinoceros, the characters are shocked and horrified that people turn into a brutal
rhino, but in the course of the play they learn to accept what is happening, as soon as the French were shocked by their defeat defeat 1940, but many have learned to take their place in the New Order in Europe. Dudard expresses his killer feelings to the rhino, saying, Well, I'm surprised too. Or rather, it
was. Now I'm getting used to it. Dudard also says of the rhino: They don't attack you. If you leave them alone, they just ignore you. It's not that they're evil.' Dudard's statements recall the feelings of the French, who were initially shocked that German soldiers, police and SS marched through their towns
and cities in 1940, but quickly learned that if they were not given any resistance, the Germans would usually leave them alone to live their lives (assuming they were not Jews). In the same vein, Berenger asks the question Why us? and asks how a rhino can happen in France. Berenger goes on to say: If
it had happened somewhere else, in some other country, and we would have just read about it in the newspapers, we could discuss it calmly, study the issue from all points of view and come to an objective conclusion. We could have a debate with professors and writers and lawyers, blue stockings and
artists, people and ordinary people on the street, and that would be very interesting and instructive. But when you engage yourself, when you suddenly find yourself up against brutal facts, you can't help but feel directly concerned about the shock too cruel for you to stay torn off. In addition to allusions to
the German occupation, such lines also resemble Ionesco's youth in Romania in the 1930s. Berenger, the sloppy, sleazy, kind-time yonozher is seen as Ionesco's alter ego. In an interview Ionesco said: rhino, rhino and rhino are pressing issues and you highlight the disease that was born in this century.
Humanity is besieged by certain diseases, physiologically and organically, but the spirit is also periodically besieged by certain diseases. You discovered a 20th-century disease that could be named after my famous play, Rhino. For a while it can be said that a man rhino is stupid or mean. But there are
people - honest and intelligent, who, in turn, can suffer from the unexpected onset of this disease, may suffer even dear and dear ... It happened to my friends. That's why I left Romania. Aspects of Berenger, who stubbornly remains a man and vows never to let me remember his own youth Ionesco in
Romania in the shadow of the Iron Guard. Jean and Dudard mock Berenger because of his weakness because he drinks too much and believes in love, which they see as signs of a lack of self-control, but Ionesco said of Berenger that the power of the modern hero stems from what can be mistaken for
weakness. When Berenger declares his love for Daisy, it is a sign that he still retains his despite the way others mocked him for the faith of faith Love. Ionesco wrote in his youth, he had a strange responsibility to be himself, feeling like the last (metaphorical) man in Romania, as : all around me people
were metamorphoses into beasts, rhinos ... You'd be a snuver on an old friend, and suddenly, right in front of your eyes, it would start to change. It was, if his gloves became paws, his shoes hoofed. You could no longer speak to him intelligently because he was not a rational person. He noted that in
French and English the word rhino is both an exceptional and multiple term, and claimed that Ionesco made people turn into rhinos in his play, indicating that when a person becomes part of a herd mindlessly following others, such a man or woman loses some of his humanity. Ionesco decided to stay in
Romania to fight against the rhino intelligentsia, despite the fact that one by one his friends were all becoming members of the Legion, or refused to dissuade him from cowardice until the regime of General Ion Antonescu passed a law in 1940 that prohibited all Jews (a certain racially) from participating in
art in Romania in any way or form. He argued that Ionesco's play theatre was a form of attack on his friends who left him for the Legion in his youth, and reflected his dual identity as Romanian and French. He argued that the horror That Berenger felt as the last person left in the world reflected Ionesco's
own horror, as his friends, caught up in youthful idealism, became legionnaires, while the rest were either too cynical or cowardly to resist the Legion. He further claimed that the Rhino was an allegory and the attack on archangel Michael's Legion was ignored by literary scholars who saw Ionesco only as
a French playwright and neglected the fact that Ionesco saw himself as Romanian and French. The adaptation in April 1960 was performed by the English stage troupe at the Royal Court Theatre in London, England, under the direction of Orson Blales with Laurence Olivier as Behrenger, Joan Plowright
as Daisy and Michael Bates, Miles Mulleson and Peter Sallis in the cast. The production moved to the Strand Theatre (now the Novello Theatre) in June of that year. After Dudard and Daisy moved in, Michael Gough and Maggie Smith played. In 1961, a production of Rhinoceros opened on Broadway at
the Longacre Theatre under the direction of Joseph Anthony. Eli Wallach played Berenger, Anne Jackson appeared as Daisy, Gene Stapleton played Mrs. Ouf (Mrs. Oaks in this adaptation), and The Tony Award for the role of Jean. The play was adapted to the urban American setting for the 1973 film
(also called Rhinoceros) directed by Tom O'Horgan and starring zero majority as John (Jean play), Gene Wilder as Stanley Stanley and Karen Black as Daisy. The play was also adapted for a 1990 musical called Born Again at the Chichester Festival Theatre by Peter Hall, Julian Barry and composer
Jason Carr. The situation was moved to an American shopping mall. The 2008 comedy horror film zombie strippers is a free game adaptation, but with zombies instead of rhinos. The Royal Court Theatre revived the play in 2007 and starred as Benedict Cumberbatch as Behrenger and directed by
Dominic Cooke. The Small Theatre of Bangalore, in collaboration with the Alliance Francaise de Bangalore, presented Eugene Ionesco's play Rhinoceros at the Theatre of Absurd Tradition. This adaptation is written by Dr. Vijay Padaki, a veteran of the theater. In 2016, Rhinoceros was adapted by Wesley
Savik. It was performed by modern theater in Boston. The award and honors original Broadway production of the Year Award-winning Category 1961 Tony Award For Best Actor in a Play zero Mostel won Best Director of the Play by Joseph Anthony Nominated External Critics Circle Award Special Award
won by Rhino Term Rhinoceroization ( תופנרקתה , hitkarnefut) became colloquial in Israel for getting sway in nationalist fervor, or any other common character. It was originally invented by theater critic Usher Nahor in his review of the play in 1962. One of the uses of rhino was the Israeli historian Jean
Ansel to describe how the Romanian intelligentsia was included in the appeal of the Legion of Archangel Michael in particular, and radical anti-Semitism in general in his 2002 book The History of the Holocaust in Romania. Notes to references: O'Neill, Patrick M. (2004). The Great World of Writers: The
Twentieth Century. Marshall Cavendish. ISBN 9780761474739. (2007) p. 41-42 - b quote in the quinnie (2007), p. 42 - Hale (2011) b. 87 - Crampton (1997) b. 115 (2007) p. 42 - Bukur (2003) p. 70 - kinney (2007) p. 42-44 and quinney (2007) p. 44-45 - quinnie (2007) p. 45 - b b with quinney (2007) p. 46 -
Usby (2007) 2000) p. 168 - Usby (2000) p. 158 - Usby (2000) p. 170 - Usby (2000) p. , 157-159, 170-171 - 187-189 - Craudi (2007) p. 8 - Citation in ?uinney (2007), p. 46-47 - Kinney (2007), p. 47 and ?uney (2007), p. 47-50 - Bryn, Bryn. VINTAGE PLAYBILL: Rhino, starring zero Mostel, 1961.
Playbill.com. received on December 4, 2013. Michael Rechtshaffen (April 17, 2008). The zombie Strippers. The Hollywood Reporter. Received on July 16, 2017. RHINOCEROS (THEATRE). July 25, 2015. THEATRE: Rhinoceros - Alliance Francaise de Bangalore. bangalore.afindia.org. Rhino play.
Hindu. Ansel (2011) page 16 Bibliography Ansel, Jean (1999), Berenbaum, Michael; Peck, Abraham, Antonescu and the Jews, the Holocaust and the History of The Famous, Unknown, Controversial and Reexamined, Bloomington: Indiana Press Ansel, Jean (2011), Holocaust History in Romania, Lincoln:
Indiana University Press Bukur, Maria (2003), Romania, in Passmore, Kevin (e.g.), women, gender and fascism in Europe, 1919-1945, New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, p. 57-78 Crampton, Richard (1997), Eastern Europe in the twentieth century London: Routledge Crowdy, Terry (2007), French
Resistance Fighter France Secret Army, London: Osprey Hale, Christopher (2011), Hitler foreign executioners: The Dirty Mystery of Europe, Brimscombe: History press Usby, Jan (2001), Occupation: France 1940-1944, New York: CooperSquare Press quinny, Anna (2007). Excess and identity: Franco-
Romanian Ionesco fights a rhino. South Central Review. 24 (3): 36–52. doi:10.1353/scr.2007.0044. S2CID 154927803. Simpson, Christopher (1988), Blowback: U.S. Recruitment of the Nazis and its influence on the Cold War, New York: Weidenfeld and Nicholson Further reading Ionesco, Eugene,
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